New Partnership
Announcement

Gurwin Jewish Nursing &
Rehabilitation Center
Selects Unidine as its
Strategic Dining Partner
New York, February, 2020 Gurwin Jewish Nursing & Rehabilitation Center announced its new
partnership with Unidine Corporation, the leading provider of food
and dining management services. This decision supported the
efforts of Gurwin to meet ﬁnancial commitments, retain food service
team members and provide quality kosher culinary offerings to its
residents. Unidine's commitment to fresh-from-scratch and seasonal
offerings combined with proven programming aligns with Gurwin's
mission to being committed to excellence and to the provision of the
highest standards of quality health care to achieve its purpose of
serving the community.
Gurwin Jewish Nursing & Rehabilitation Center has been providing
care and caring since 1988, building a nursing home that provides
the highest quality of service for the frail Jewish elderly living on
Long Island. Over the past three decades Gurwin opened the ﬁrst
300-bed nursing home with a Jewish ambiance in Suffolk County. In
2001, Gurwin expanded with a 160-apartment residence for the
assisted living community and in 2019, opened a 12-bed Advanced
Care Unit. The Gurwin continuum of healthcare has helped
thousands of individuals in need of all levels of care.
Under this new partnership agreement Unidine will draw on its
decades of experience serving many Jewish retirement communities,
as well as the culinary resources and strong purchasing power to
create a world-class kosher dining experience for Gurwin residents.
Food is an integral part of the Jewish faith, and with the new
partnership, proper observance of kashrut in the senior living
community at Gurwin will be upheld. Unidine is dedicated to
providing quality and consistency while maintaining the absolute
highest levels of kosher dietary observance.

UNIDINE WAS AGGRESSIVE AND WAS ABLE TO
MEET THE FINANCIAL GOALS WE NEEDED TO
ACHIEVE UPON CONTRACT SIGNING, AND THIS
CONTINUES. THEY HAVE DONE A GREAT JOB,
PARTICULARLY DUE TO THE LEADERSHIP.
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Unidine operates in over 400 facilities and is the leading
provider of food and dining management services for
discerning clients throughout the United States. Since its
founding in 2001 by President and CEO Richard B.
Schenkel, Unidine’s success derives from consistent
execution in four key areas – and exclusive focus on food
and dining management services, a commitment to
seasonal, fresh-from-scratch cooking, exceptional
customer service and a corporate culture enlivened by
each team member’s passion for culinary and service
excellence. Unidine’s network of dietitians and
culinarians leverage the latest research to support
cultural enrichment and wellness strategies for senior
living communities, and also exceptional service for
hospitals, behavioral health facilities and corporations.
For more information visit: https://www.unidine.com/
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